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A ILftRPAONIC WAVE ¡ALY R THE AUDIO ECJC lES 

flTROtJOTION 

It was :tirat shown by Fourior t1it a complex wave 

i1ay be ropro3cnted by a series of 3mO O CGE1X1O terrrs har- 

raonícally related In frequency. Each of these torma is called 

a harmonic. The Ideal toia o an a1ternatinz voltages or cur- 

rent, is u3ually a sine wave. Distortion of this ideal form 

duo to the proconce of harmonics frequently proueos undosirablo 

resulta. It i thus often necessary to measure the several 

components present in complex electrical current and voltage 

waves. A device for determining the magnitudes of the aevoral 

components, or harmonics, of a complex wave is called a har- 

nonio analyzer. 

any methods of harmonic analysis have been dovel- 

oped. The earliest of these were, in general, extremely con- 

plicated and at best gave only qualitativo results. It is now 

possible to make a qusntitative determination of either the 

individual harmonic coapononte or of the total harmonic content 

in a given wave, In most cassa, it is consierod moro desirable 

to make quantitative moasuroments of the individual components. 

}ioover, auch measurements for the most part employ equipment 

that is rather involved and expensive. There is a need for a 

simple instrument, oporatthß in the audio frequency range, that 
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Is capable of accurate quantitative ineasur rit of the indivi- 

dual co.ponenta of a coniplox wave. 

This thesis deals with the dosI, construction, and 

tost1n of a relatively ampie harmonic wave-analyzer thot is 

capable of gIvi accurate results and which is rapid In opera- 

t ion. 
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HITQiICAL BACKXROD 

The distortiox o a voltage wavo-forin in vacuum 

tube aap1ifier i wrnaïly clubsiried under three main hoadiri. 

The firat of these, frequency di3tortion, is eau3oci by the 

unequal a1ification of different frequoncy coraponcnt and is 

very important in hi)i fidelity reproduction or sound, Phase 

distortion takes placo when the relative phasc of the dit- 

forent frequency components in the output differ from those 

existin, in the input. This type of distortion Is objection- 

able in television work, but does not appear to be so in sound 

reproduction. ¿unplitude or harrionic distortion is introduced 

when the amplifier produces now frequency coipononts not pres- 

ont in the input voltage, Uaxronie vave analyzers are instru- 

monts used to detorrine the mailtudo of this third type of 

distortion. 

An ideal amplifier produces an output wave forni that 

exactly duplicates the input wave form in all respocts except 

- litude. Thus, if tue input voltage o1 a vacuum tube ampli- 

fier is a pure sino wave but the output voltage is not, the 

ial is said to have suffered haxonic distortion. This dis- 

tortod wave consists of the sino wave fundamental frequency 

plus a series of other frequency components that are sLwlo 

multiples of tho fundamental. Those multiples are called the 
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second harmonic, third harmonie, fourth harmonie, etc. In 
general, the distorted wave form may be represented by a 

Fourier seri thus (22, p. 79): 

E1 ? E ain-4-E2 sin2-E3 sin e31-.........j in 

(1) where, 

E. is the instantaneous voltage of the distorted ve, 

E is the peak aniplitude of the tundarmental corjxnont, 

ja the peak amplitude of the second harmonic, 

is the peak amplitude of the nth harmonic, 

Gn - 
and is the phase angle. 

i convenient expression for the relative magnitudes 

of the harmonie distortions may be obtained from the ratio of 

the energies of the several components (31, p. 165-166). The 

individual harmonic content is thon expressed as the square root 
of the ratio or the energy dovoiopod in a resistance by the 

harmonie to the energy developed by the fundamental in the same 

resistance. This ratio is equal to that obtained by comparing 

the amplitudo of the harmonic with that of the fundamental. In 

a similar manner, the total harmonic contant is defined as the 

ratio of the square root of the total energy developed la a 

resistance by all of the harmonics to the square root of the 

energy developed by the fundamental in the sane resistance. 
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This total exiorr is equal to the awn of the energies associ- 

ated with each harmonic for a surcr of simple harmonie terras, no 

two of which have the sane frequency. The ratio may then bo 

expressed as the square root of the sum of the squares of the 

harmonic amplitudes divided the amplitude of the fundamental. 

Thus, 

X loo, 

and, 

H- ¡E 4E g-.. 
x 100, (3) Ez 

where, H is the por cent ntli harmonie distortion, H is the 

cent total harmonic distortion, and the E's are either rna 

or peak values. 

In all of the direct methods of harmonic enalysis, 

the systOEm for examining the individual components of complex 

electrical waves involves some selectivo device wheroby the 

indicator may respond to a sintie sInusoidal component and, at 

the saao time, be unaffected by the other components, The pos- 

sibilities of this general method were first recognized by 

1. I. Pupin in 1894 (20, p. 523) . Ho oeployed a tuned olectri- 

cal circuit, consisting of inductance &nd capacitance, for each 

of the harmonic frequencies. The voltage across each con- 

denser was measured by moans of an electrometer and the effect 

of all but the in-resonance component neglected. Pupin used 
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thiB nethod, which is now kion as the roson8nee uothod, to iii- 

votigute the harmonics generated by sitornators, 

M indirect iiiothod of harmonic analysIs that assumed 
considerable importance in the 1920's is based on the f'unda-ìen- 

tal solution of fourier's series. The analysis is carried out 

in two distinot stops. An oscillogram is tiret taken of the 

coiiiplox vmtve form after which one of the severa1 methods of ap- 

proximate harmonic analysis is applied. The moat important 

SySteme of approimeto analysis used were the graphical, selected 

ordinates, nd the schedule method. 1cb system consisted of 

measurenents and oalculotion properly chosen for an approxirte 

inathenatical determination of the cooí'ficionts of each of the 

Fourier serios terms. Both moobenieal and electrical equipment 

was designed to maio the necessary measurements and calculations. 

A mechanical hmnonic analyzer was Introduced by 

0. F. iobusch (30, p. 35). This analyzer was adjustable to 

take care of oscillograms of various sizes and was designed to 

analyze up to, and includin, the tenth harmonic. The ìnstru- 

mont was com1licated, required expensive machining of part L;, 

and at beet was not direct reading. The mechanical arrangement 

was such as to give the value of each of the coaficients of 

the cosine terms In Fourier' s expansion in terms of the ar 

under the curve, as determined by means of a planimetor, and the 

dimensions of one of the planimetor gears, 
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in 1920, an electric analyzer based on the schedule 

aethod as constructed by F. . De11enbau Jr. (4, p. 451). 

This analyzer produced the same results as those obtained troni 

the niuthiutieai calculetions of the schedule method, Pii oscil- 

logrartì of the hari3onic tiave was tiret taken from which raonsure- 

nents of the ordinetes iore niade at proper intervals by - 

electrical moans. 

Mother direct niethod of harmonic analysis Was SU 

gosted in en early paper by Dr. L Duncan and was later 
developed into a practica], form by J. D. Cockroft and associates 

(3, p. 69 In this, the dyna'wzroter method, the wave to be 

analyzed io ap lied to one coil of a dynsmoznster indicating 

instrument while the other coil carries a sinusoidal current of 

the same frequency aS that of the liarmenic being measured. The 

deflection of the dynzmnomotor is thon proportional to the product 

of the sinusoidal current and the harmonic current. The 

analyzing current must be truly sinusoidal, variable, and 

exactly in phase with the haruonic being iaoasurod. 

lin unusually complete ntthoiaatical treatxaent of the 

dynaiaonioter method is given in a paper presented by Cockrott. / 

similar but leas riorous troatraont based on a dynaniomotor of 

simpler construction than that used by Cockroft is given In a 

much later paper presented b Nicholson end Perkins (le, . 734). 
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Because of the extreiae ooip1exity and 1ck of accurucy 
of the iiwtruments em1oyin the indirect rasthod, the principal 
develoaent of analyzers has boon bt3ed on diroct riothod partien- 
larly those ut1lizin electrical rt.sonance. The rirst of the 
roaonance type instrusuent were nece3arily 1ackin ir. both $en- 
3itivity and eletivity. IIoiever, with the developient oi the 

vacutha tube and improved methoda of shio1dj.n, these analyzox'3 

have been iaade capable of hih sensitivity and accuracy. 

A resonance type analyzer ordinarily ciajiloy an indue- 
tor and a capacitor, one of which is vriab1c, of cuah values 

that the instrurAent can be tuned throujh the hai,noiaics of the 
signal. The equiaent involved in rßeasurin oaeh harniunic is 
usually quite elaborato and often has many controls and meters. 

One partieu1ar analyzer presented each of the harmonies on an 

oscilloscope as they appeared across the tuned circuit (20, 

p. 29) The instrument, which was completely autoutic, 
mea8ured each harmonic on the oscilloscope and. plotted, on a 

photographic plate a curve of circuit current as a function of 

the natural frequency of the circuit. The tirio of delivery was 

about five minutes. 

In 1927, two haaonic analyzers were docribed that 

plOyed a resonatinß e1aont qf fixed frequency and which 

translated the wave components under study to this frequency by 

heterodyning them with the output of a variable frequency 



oscilltop (16, t. 21?; 14, p. 230). The two analyzers ditforod 

only in that one translated the wave components under study to a 

hihor frequency while the other lowered their frequency. Theao 

instrunients wore very complex and diff1it to construct and 

operato. However, they were the first devices to ploy the 

hetorodyne principle, which later became liaportant in wave analy- 

sis. 

The first instrument operating completely on the super- 

hetorodyno, or frequency conversion, principle was devoloped by 

C. uits (23, p. 178). Juits introduced the wave to be analyzed 

in series with a local oscilltor capable of being tuned to the 

frequency of the harmonic to be measured. As the oscillator fra- 

qusucy approached the sinal frequency, the anode ai11iamaeter 

was observed to oscillate slowly in response to the hoterodyno 

difference frequency. Then this difference was nade suffi- 

ciontly small, the aaplitude could be road directly in mliii- 

amperes. fie amplitude of the harmonic was then calculated troiii 

the amplituue of the heterodyne beat and the amplitude of the 

local oncillation, as read by a voltmeter vthen the analyzed wave 

was not present. 

By 1930, a serious need was reøohizod for a simple 

and accurate harmonic analyzer that could be used to study hmr- 

manic distortion in radio receivers, vacuum tube amplifiers, an1 

electronic circuits in general. The prohibitive cost and 
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coniplexity of prYiotw1y developed doviceu had prevontod their 

Cenerai idoption for such easuremonts. It was evicoxit that 

one cazmot hope to avoid auch conploxitio in any device tor 

nnaliziní electrical. wave forn if tunee circuitß aro to be 

uød over a vride rango of frequencies. Hoevor, if the opera- 

tioii of tho device i lixi.ited to a in1e fundnionta1 tre- 

quonoy and its hariaonics, the eirciit3 can be greatly sirnplitied. 

Operation et a fixed frequency would, of course, involve the 

aauraption that the causes of hraonio di3tortion within the 

set are indepndent of frequency. This azuzaption la fulfilled 

quite well in audio fiquenoy amplifiers so long as the output 

load i a pure reaitance. The causes of harionic dUtortion 

normally are dependent moro on amplitude than on frequency. 

Further simplification would result if only the total distortion 

is determined rather than the separato barionic distortions. 

device :hich measures total distortion only is called a dis- 

torticrn motor; one which mouroe the harmonic3 separately a 

harmonic analyzer. 

The development of the distortion meter was facili- 

tatod by the une of a network to suppress the fundamental c:. 

ponent of the input voltage at the teninals of the harmonic 

analyzing device. E3uch a fundamental suppression network fol- 

lowod only by a suitable detecting networI is sufficient for 

the determination of the total distortion present in a wave form. 
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VQrious clectrieal notrkø have been deviod to sup-. 

press the fundaianta1 ccmponet of a cozp1ex wavo without af-. 

ecti too much the rai1tdc of it hariionic cQriponent 

(28, p. 85). Pho a1ternat1n current brido, Fie. i , was one 

of the t1rt tundairnntai auppression circuits suossft11y uod 

ID. 163; 22 p. ?9). Tho four arrs of the bridge consist 

of oithEr fixed or variable iiapednnces with the voltaGe applied 

acroes one pair tnd With a detector in the conjuato position, 

The only requirement is that for a fixed a9iiatzrient of the 

bridge cis there villi bo only one ticu1ar frequency for 

which the potential across the detector is zero. Thi2 frequency 

will of course be that of the ftrndantal cozaponnt of the wave 

form under study. In order to be auitable for use as a dis- 

tortion meter, the bridge circuit must be supplcnted by a 

YCUUn tube amplirier and detector. 

A bridod-T network, Èig. I b, capable of being 

balanced to give a null indication, ha also been used to su 

press the fundanantal coniponent of a wave form. 3. E. Hayes 

used a circuit of this type in a very effective distortion 

meter that was continuously tunable over the audio frequency 

range (11, p. 113). The variation in frequency 'was e±feeted 

by enìploying a stabilized reactance tube circuit to function 

as the shunt inductance of the bridged-P networlc. In a recent 

paper, R. R. freolarid has also presented a distortion meter 
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(a) 

R5 

prIp 
(b) 

L 

r1 

r0 

Figurb I. Circuits for suppre ssing the fundamental 
of a complex wave. 
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uin tho bridod-T ar the tundaiienta1 supprosion ntvtrk 

(5, p. 36). This 1nstrunent, dos1gr3d prinri1y tor chocking 

tb distortion o broadcast oquient, operated on eight tre-' 

quencies chosen to eonorm to !CC reu].ations, 

ind&ïcnta1 suppression circuits also ham been used 

ui conjunction With resonant circuits capable ot being tuned to 

tìiio frequencies of the several haonics (i, p, 5?4; 19, p. 591). 

E;Lyzßrs ot this type are invariably designed to operate at one 

rixod rreqenoy. Another fixed froquicy type of hariionic 

aïa1yzer is designed to pass tne individual barìonics , when de- 

sired, by means of sin1e section typ@-T wave filters (26, p. 62). 

This aua1yer is extrocioly sthplo to design. However, it iø 

capable of ana1ylng only the second and third harionic coizpo- 

nents of a wave. 

Coirieroia1 distortion noters and kiairnonie analyzers 

are currently svailabl tor audio frequency ineasurenonts on 

broadeast traneritters and on receiving equiprtent. These instru- 

nents generally range in price from 3OO to OO. The distortion 

meters, ordinarily designed for fixed frequency operation, in- 

vaxiably iploy a notrk for suppressing the fundaraontal coii- 

portent while the harìaonic analyzers usually operato over the 

entire audio frequency rango b moans of suitable hot erodyning 

circuits. 

Outstanding aiiong these ixitunionts are the Goneal 
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rio Type 732-B Distortion Meter, the Hw1ett-ackad Model 

330B Distortion Motor, and the General Iad10 Typo 736-A waVe 

Analyzer. The Goner1 iadio di$tortlon xieter supprose the 

400 cycle tund&ienta1 componont by means ot a high pasa filter. 

Hovtever, it is o8ib1e to purchase extension filter8 that will 

allow operation at other fixed frequencies. The Hewlett- 

Puelcard distortion oieter ei;ioys a t7len bridge for suppressing 

the fundam.ntal. Both distortion noters are equipped with linear 

radio-frequency detectors for use in measurenonts of distortion 

in an.plituue modulated radio ':aves. The distortion metor are 

capable of naing various ieasurerrents invo1vin noise, hum 

modulation, and hum level in addition to the neasuroaent of dis- 

tortion. The Genoral 1adio wave analyzer is iade tunable by 

moans of a quartz orystul filter and a variable hoterodyning fre- 

quency source. The crystal filter functions in much the same way 

as the interriediate frequency sta8ea of a superhoterodyne 

receiver. 
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GrRAL DIGN OONIJ.URATI(NS 

The dcßin of any toat 1n3truniont ja influenced to a 

cori3iderable extent by the allowable oxponrilture of money and 

availability ot parts as well as by the general requ1raent 

of the coiapletad 1ntruxent. The hamonic wave aiìalyzor do- 

siried and constructod for this theala is thtonded priiicri1y 

for measurements of distortion on audio-frequency power anii- 
fiers, and reeeivin equiîent. It is essential that the 

analyzer be compact, direct resdth, simple, rapid in operation, 

and easily calibrated. It is further desirable that it be 

capable of measuring, with a reason bic de'oo of accuracy, 

hazonics up to and including the fifth. The eo.iponents used 

in the construction of the analyzer should be so chosen as to 

be readily available at a moderato price, thus keeping the 

overall cost of the analyzer to a minimum. 

The dosign of the analyzer was facilitated by a study 

of the following methods availblc for the measurement of dis- 

tortion at the audio frequencies: 

i). Indirect methods 

2). Direct methods 

a) Dynamometer mothod 

b). 1esonanoe method (includes uso of tuned 

flit ers) 
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e) lietorodyne method 

d). uppresaion of fundamental for total dis- 

tort ion measuronent 

e). Fundamental ipproasion used in conjunction 

with resonant circuits. 

The indirect methods can be considered highly inprtìctical for 

analysìs under any condition. They involve extra ioly complex 

equipment, are not direct reading, and produce only qualitatïve 

results at best. It is at once evident that a suitable design 

must necessarily be based on the direct methoda or on some com- 

bination of them. 

The dynamoneter method has boon successfully used. 

Nevertheless, it is difficult to construct this inotruiont to 

road directly the per cent of each harmonic. The accuracy of the 

instrwront is dependent upon the quality or the meter and of the 

audio oscillator auployad. euch apparatus, in order to be se- 

curato, cy often by of special design and therefore costly. 

A study of the literature shows that the resonance 

method has been widely used in both complox and simple apparatus. 

The limiting factor in such instruments is the difficulty in oh- 

taming sharp selectivity in the circuits responsive to the 

various harmonics. The resonance method is used to greater ad- 

vantage by employing one of the fundamental suppress1n circuits 

on the input of the instrunent. An instrument usin.. a 
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fundaxaontal suppression circuit alone would not be satisfactory 

because one of the requirements is that the analyzer measure up 

to the fifth harmonic. 

The heterodyne method was considered a possibility. 

However, the raajority of the heterodyne analyzers are far freni 

ampie, awl the cost of such instruments is high. it is inter- 

ostin to noto that accuracies to within one per cent for her- 

monica of the magnitude of ten per cont of the fundamental have 

bocn obtained with beterodyne type analyzers (23, p. 186). 

It is apparent from the toregoin discussion of the 

existing methods of harmonic analysis that an analyzer based on 

any one of the methods outlined would likely fall short of the 

requirements in some respect. It was this thout that finally 

led to a dosii which is based on a combination of a circuit 

for suppressing the fundamental with a selective circuit for 

choosing each of the haxiionic components. It was bolLwed that 

the stringent requirements on the selective circuits that aro 

to respond to each of the harmonics could be greatly relaxed by 

the addition of sonic means of supprcssin the fundamental coni- 

ponent ahead of these circuits. 

analyzer utilizing any type of tuned circuit, or 

wave filter, to respond to each harmonic would necessarily imply 

operation at one fixed frequency. Operation at other than one 

frequency ou1d produce undue complexities and complications in 
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the instrument. As has been stated earlier, general practice 
ba boon to assume that an audio frequency distoriton measure- 

mont taen so1ev!here in the middle of tuo audio troquoncy rano 
ir indlcntivo of the distortion that nay be expected at al]. 

other frequencies in tuo rone. This relationship villi hold 

true for the ran-go of operation of thio anaiyzel. 

A fundamontal frequency of 1,000 cycles por second was 

chosen because this frequency is ïn the middle frequency rango 

of all audio frequency arr-lifiers and is also high enough so 

that undosir:bly large amounts of iron are not required in the 

inductors used in the solectivo circuits. Noith is lt so 

hih that the fifth hanonic is outside the range. 

Tho first step in the dosi of the analyzer was that of 

choosing a suitable circuit for ti;e suppression of the funda- 

mental oomonent of the tve under test. The u80 of a high pass 

filter with a out-off frequency slightly below tho frequency of 

the second harmonie vins considered, but was not used because 

the hih dogreo of attonuutlon neectod would reruire several ele- 

sienta of such a. filter. 

hcellont supression of the fundamental co:ionont 

frequency has been achieved by moans of the alternating cur- 

rent bridge having elements chosen to provide a null rending 

at this frequency. A brldo suitable for this use la shown in 

Fis. 2 This bridge will balance at the frequency for which the 



Figure 2. Alternating current bridge used to 
suppress the fundamental component 
in a distorted wave form. 

R 

I C C 

Figure 3. Bridged-T null circuit used for fundamental 
suppression in distortion measurements. 
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roactanco3 are oqual, but, becaueø lt is unbalanced at all other 

frequencies, voltages of these frequencies will be developed 

across the detector teininals (22, p. ?3) Bridge cire iita of 

this type, although widely used as fundanental suppression cir- 
cuits, bave one serious disadvantage in that they are not readily 

adaptable when the analyzer and aiaplif 1er under test must be 

grounded on one side, 

A circuit that satisfies the grounding requiremcts 
of the equinent end yet rovidos excellent suppression of the 

fundamental Component is described in ari article by W. N. Tuttle 

(2?, p. 23). This paper gives a short treatment of bridged-T 

and parallel-T nul]. circuits that have boon found suitable for 

use in radio-frequency inoasurOErionts. A study 01» those circuits 

shows the bridgod-T null network of Fig. 3 to have favorable 

characteristics for use for suppression of the fundamental (2'?, 

p. 25). In fact, it has been used for this purpose by R. R. 

Frecland m'a distortion and noise meter for t3sting broadcast 

equipìont (5, p. 8'?). The bridgod-T circuit, like the alter- 

natin current bridge of Fig. 2, will give a true null balance 

at only one frequency for a given set of element valus. $up- 

pression of' this one frequency can theoretically be rntde perfect, 

even when considorablo dissipation is present in the coinonents. 

This network will be considered in noro detail in the following 

chapter. 
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The possibility of usine either series or parallel 

resonant circuits for the purpose of selecting the hainonios 

was considered. 3uch circuits have, in the post, boon utilized 

in this mariner with fair success, but it is difficult to obtain 

sufl'iciont selectivity at the desired frequency. .2ithout the 

necessary selectivity in this stage of the analyzer, the accu- 

racy of the distortion neasurmcnts would be 'oat1y reduced. 

Considerable timo was spent on the dest and con- 

struction of a brided-T attenuation ecjualizer network tbouht 

to be suitable for selecting the desired harmonic eo:LIonent. 

lt had boon planned to use five of these circuits, with suìtable 

switchiní arrangorients, to solect each harmonic as dosirod, 

kach of the notworla was designed to pass either one of the bar- 

nonio comn.onents or the fundamiental component of the wave under 

test, and to severely attenuato all othor frequencies except 

those in a narrow band surrounding the pass frequency. The cir- 

cuit dosined to pass the fundamental frequency component was 

intended to be used only for calibration purposes. 

The attenuation equalizer network, shown in Fig. 4, 

behaves very much in the manner of a resonant circuit in serios 

With the lino with an anti-resonant circuit across the line. 

Bridged-T netvrks of this type are discussed in detail In a 

book edited by The heseareh Council of the Academy of Motion 

Picture Arts and Sciences (21, p. 228). The design formulae 
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Figure 4. 4 brIdged-I attenuation equalizer network. 
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Figure 5. The constant 1< band-pass wavefilter used 

to select the Individual harmonics. 
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treated in this book lead ono to believe that sufficient attenu- 

ation can be obtained in the attenuation rance to render those 

circuits applicable to a selectivo circuit of the type desired 

here. These foriiulas aro based on the assumption 01' zero losses 

in the capacitors and inductors, however, when the circuits 

were designed to pass one haxonic anCa to attenuate the nearest 

adjacent harmonic by- 40 decibels, the experimental results pore 

invariably the desired attenuation of the adjacent harmonic cc- 

companiod b: an insertion loss at the pass frequency 01' as much 

as 28 decibels. This, of course, was not satisfactory, for it 
was considered necessary that each filter have at least 40 dod- 

bois attenuation for all unwanted frequencies. 

The bridged-P equalizers were considered particularly 

desirable because of the comparatively small number of ele;onts 

involved in each. Their failure to perform as expected can be 

attributod in at part to the deroe in which the available ca- 

peoltors and inductors differed from the ideal. In addition to 

the insertion loss associated with the cobinod reactive elements 

of these equalizers, there Is also a constant attenuation loss 

that is proportional to tue amount of resistance involved in the 

reactive I. os of the network ( 21, p. 248) Gonsequontly, ii' an 

attenuation equalizer of ihis type is aployed as a wave filter, 

inauctors and capacitors that aro essentially free of resistance 

must also be used. Reactive eliients bavin these characteristics 
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ar, of eour8e, virtually thpos1b10 to obtain in practice. 

The tailuro of the attenuation equalizer networks loft 

only the poseibility of usina co sort of wavo filter as the 

haxonic selection circuit. It was thout that a two-section 

eyiauiotrical T or ii- filter built from reotive elicnts of 

ordinary cua1ity would be nocoary in order to realize suffi- 

oient attenuation at the unwantcil frequencies. however, a war 

surplus, 1020 cycle band-pass, P-section rango filter was found 

to hava bettor than 40 decib ils attenuation at 2000 cycles. Con- 

soquently, it 'of"ded ent.1rly passible that a single sac tion 

filter of this type would be satisfactory. A decision was then 

ruade to use the inductors fron those r'ane filters in constant 

K band-puss circuits of the type shown in fi. 6, one for the 

fundancatal frequency and one for each of the haraonica. 

Once the fundaziental suppression network and the bar- 

nonio selection networks had boon selected, it was possible to 

dotonnino what othar circuits would be required to complote the 

instruciont. It beonie aparent that aiaplification of the signal 

would be necessary, end that means nust be provided for con- 

tro1lin the vltge input lovai to the anplifiers. It was decided 

that the indicaur should consist of a peak-reading, diode 

vacuum-tube voltmtor with suitable amplifier stages together with 

a stop-attenuator to provide the different scale rances for the 

sevoral distortion components. The direct reading feature can 
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th be roalizod by flrGt allowing only tho Íundienta1 coniponcnt 

to re&oh t he meter circuit after which the input level 18 ad- 

jwited to produce full scalo indication on the rieter. Fzms, as 

each of the harmonic e ponont Is allovted to ras throwh to 

the ieter, lt le eoLpared to the fundaonta1 component. It le 

thon possible to calibrate the motor to reed each harmonic 

directly in per cent of the fundamental. 

The analyzer described will be similar in operation to 

other harionic analyzera. An audio oscillator of low hamoxiio 

Content is connected to tho Input of the equiont under test. 

The tput of the equipment is terminated in Its correct load 

impedance and the analyzer input is connected across this load. 

J signal of 1000 cycles por second is thon passed through the 

equijiaont to the input of the analyzer. In the rlret etep of the 

rneaeuzcrent, the distorted sina1 is made to by-pass the funde- 

mental suppression circuit arid pese directly throu,h the 1000 

cycle btnd-pass filter to the vacuum tube meter. The inpit level 

of the analyzer is adjueted to .ve full-scale deflection of the 

meter. The distorted sil is then allowed to pass through the 
fudamcnte1 suppression circuit to the inut of the harmonic se- 

loction networks. The relativo magnituâe of each harmonic is 

observed in the meter by allowinß the regaining eLnal, which 

consists only of distortion conionents, to pass through the band 

pass filter that Is tuned to the frequency of the harmonic to be 



meaaured. In this way, harrnonies up to the fifth nay be compared 

with the fundaiental component. The meter, whan properly cali- 

brated, will road each harnonic component directly as a por cent 

of the funcnental. 

The block diagram of Fig. 6 shows the major coapononts 

of the analyzer. The details of each of those components will be 

.iecussod in tho fol1owin chapter. 
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UTAILS 

It is dosirable that tho suppression network for the 

fund&iental frequency be located at the input of the analyzer so 

as tc iainiirze the generation of hezonies by non-linear ele- 

mente within the ana1yer. Consequently, the brided-T null 

network follows imrriodiately after the input network, which con- 

ciste of a well shielded, high quality line-to-grid trensforuer 

operated in reverso. Since the power amplifier under t eat will 

be terminated in a load reaistanoe ranging freni 4 to 630 ohms, 

the high impedance input transformer will act as a bridging 

transformer thus minimizing the loading effect on the amplifier. 

The balance conditions for the bridged-T null net- 

work, as derived in the appendix, are in the notation of Fis. 3, 

L3 = 21.20, (4) 

and R3 l/RO'ø2 (5) 

from which one obtains the enorr factor 

: L5U3/R5 2R0. 

Th calculation of the clament values was based on the avails- 

bility of an iron core inductor having an inductance of 237 mliii- 

henry and a factor of 22 at 1000 cycles per second. icaowing 

the valuo of L3 and the frequency of operation, it was possible to 

calculate C directly from (4). By acing the given values of 

amid ti, ono may determine the value of R from either 1q. (5) 

or q. (6). 
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At this point, thc gonoral magnitude ot sina1 volt- 

ageß that will be encountered throughout the an1yzer muet be 

Con3idcrod. If the analyzer Is to aocoiodte power aiTiplifi ore 

with outputs iii the rango S to O watts oporuttng into load ro- 

siatanoes ranging from 4 to 600 ohms, e sixiiple caloulotion 

incilcates that si1 voltages from 3.5 to 200 volt can be ex- 

poctod on the priniary ot the Input transtorrier. J3oeauae this 

transtorner has a l'?:l step-down voltage ratio, the secondary 

voltage Will be between 0.2 volt arid 20 volts. One may then 

ChoOse a 0.2 voit iia1 as the reference voltage to be used 

when neasuring the iagnitude of the fundaaontal. This is done 

by passing it around the nuli.'? circuit through the 1000 cycle 

band-pass filter, and finally to the meter circuit. The input 

levol can be controlled by inserting a hie' resistance potentio- 

saoter across the secondary of the input transformer. The 

voltage aplitiers that io1low are then desi(ned to hayo sut- 

ficiant p1itioation to produce full. ecalo deflection of the 

output etor when the input Dotentio1ater is adjusted to 0,2 

volt. 

in order to estimate the voltage of the minimum siial 

that will pass through the analyzer one may constde'r, as the 

smallest harmonic, a component that is 0.l et the undamental. 

This would mean, assuming perfect transmission of the harmonic 
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tnrough the fundnionta1 suppression network, thct tor an input 

sie;nal of 3.5 volts and a hQrrnonic component of 0.1 or the 

fudente1 the voltage at output of the null-P circuit would 

be 0.002 volt. It 1 apparent thct voltago amplification is 

needed to reIse the level of the inIrnum haonio signal before 

it is applied to the filters. A two stage voltage amplifier 

havIng ufficiont gain to raise this minimum signal to 0.1 volt 

at the input of the bend-pass filters that serve as the harmonic 

selection circuits was therefore included betoon the funda- 

mental supres:.ion circuit and the band-pens filters. 

In order to analyze harmonics up to and including the 

fifth, it is necessary to provide five separate filters, one 

for each harmonic. As riey bo seen from a study of the design 

equations, it is possible to siniplify both the calculations and 

construction al' filters of the type shown in Fig. 5, when they 

are used in a set as In this case. The equations, which may be 

found in any complete handbook of radio engineering, are as fol- 

lows (24, p. 231): 

whore, 

L1 HI ir (f2 - ri), (7) 

L; (f2 - f1) R/4 n- f1r2, (a) 

- f1)/4Trf1f2R, (9) 

= l/i?-(f2 - r1)R, (10) 

R is the load resistance, 
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ti the lower frequency limit oÍ the pass-.band, 

and f the hicr frequency limit of the pass-band. 

It is thiiodiate1y evident that the equations for L1 and 

2 independent of tiio frequoncis £j and that each 

depends only on the load rsitance and the pass-band width. 

Conseuent1y if ali. filter3 re designed to havc the sane band and 

to ooz'ate In and out of tho same resi8tance load, it shoulcL be 

posib10 to ciap1oy one set of' e1onents L1 and 2 to bo switc1ic 

into each fi1toi whoa desired, Acooriing1y, the pass-band 

width and load rosi3tanee were chosen to bo 400 cycles a1 300 

ohna, respectively, for each filter. The calculated values of 

and 02 were then the sane for all five filters. The values 

of the rernainin' e1ients wore calculated for each filter by 

direct substitution into Eqs. ('7), (8), (9), and (io). 

Ordinarily a practical baud-pass filter is composed of 

center, or ixitomediate sections, connected in cascade, with a 

teriinal half-section et each end. The internediato sections 

art) of the constant-K type which have the characteristic that 

the attenuation of each section can b0 varied without affecting, 

in any iay, the input and output thpedanco. The Input and output 

impedances are equal for syzrraetric1 sections of this type and 

are desied as image ipe&mcoa. Those irtter.;odiate sections do 

not, however, have an image i: pedauice that is constant throughout 

the pass-band of the filter, consequently, they are usually 
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torrninctcd in suitab1r designed temiiial half-8ectlons that offer 

more desirable image impedances at their external terina1s. The 

use of terL'linal hair-sections was not considered necessary in the 

fi1ter used in this ana1yer because only one frequency, located 

in the center of the pass band, is to be tranittod through each 

filter. 

The signala passing through the filters will be attenu- 

ated a saall amount, different for each filter, because the inser- 

tion losses at the pass frequency Will not be the sarna ror all 

filters. It therefore bccocìoo necessary to employ a stage of 

voltage amplification to correct these oases. The band-pass 

filters are teriinated in a 600 obm resistance eotzplod to the 

;rid of the folQing amplifier. The compensation for the insor- 

tien losses is thon acconplished by choosing a suitable amount of 

the signal voltage from fixed taps on this resistance and apply- 

ixg it to the grid of the amplifier. The fvo positiona on this 

divider aro ganged Into the harrionic selection switch for con- 

vonience in setting. 

In order to detexaine the type of voeuuni tubo volt- 

raotor circuit needed for the analyzer output indicator, it is 

necessary to estimate the voltage to be expected at the output of 

the insortion-loss-correction amplifier. Using the same approach 

that used in the miniura signal considerations, it is round 

that the output should be 60 volts when the analyzer is in the 
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ca1ibratin; coidit1on. At the h1her hr!aon1cs the output would 

of course be lower. Now 1f an additional stase of anipilficatlon 

is added, a step attenuator may be used to provide several dif- 

forent icter scales. These attenuator settings were nade to 

correspond to ranges of 1%, 2.6, iO%, 25%, and lOO. respectively. 

The lu(» range is used In the calibrating position. 

The lOC position on thu stop attenuator corresponds to 

0.01 of the total grid resistance, consequently, if (SC) volts is 

to be applied across this resistance in the calibrate position 

and if the amplifier stao has a voltage gain of 43, the output 

of the stage would be approiniatoly 26 volts. 3Ince approximately 

this much voltage is required to produce full scale deflection 

on the nieter, it nains only to calcu1te a value of resistance 

to be used in series with a diode vacuum tubo so as to produce 
a 

full-scale reading on a :iotsr In series With both. The meter 

used in this analyzer bas a 50 microeripero novement. 

The complote analyzer is suplied with direct current 

voltage troni a conventional full-wave rectifier 
circuit employ- 

inc a choke-input filter. All voltage anipliflers employed in 

the afittlyzer wore chosen from the design section of the 1OA 

Receiving Tube ianal. Iach stage of waDliflcation is heaily 

decoupled in order to niinInizo the effect of 
coupling througji 

coimon power-supply impedances. 
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GONSTRUOTION OF THE TRUMT 

The f1rt and most difficult pert of the oontruet1on 

of the harmonic ina1yzor was that of obtaining low-loss Inductors 

ror the band-pass filters and for the Thnd&anta1 supprosion dr- 

cult. The3e inductors rne in valuo fron 0.638 rti11iherry to 

237 u1iiihonriìs. Bocaue o1 their Irregular values, lt was ira- 

possible to obtdn thora froïa radio supply hotuos. Air-core coils 

orc found to be unti .Thctory becuso or tuìo difficulty of ob- 

thiniiì a high enough Q, Iii the iuiddlo audio-frequency ranc. 

JJ.so, the higher inductance coils, in ardor to have the necosmry 

inductance with sufficiently low 1038es, roquired niany tìrns o± 

large dianoter wire thereby rosuitin in a coil of ixoossive 

physical size. overai cxperlmcntal inductors wound on ordirry 

iron cores roniovod trozi di3carded audio transforraera were tried. 

Those corei, presutd to be silicon steel, also resulted in 

losses too great to be tolerated. The poss±bility of puchsiag 

sheet £3tarping$ of one of tho hih-permeability magnetic alioys 

was inveatiatod. Of the colaponïe8 contactod, none could make 

deiivor7 of the desired riatorial in loss than six monthr, if at 

ail, conaequntly this idos too was abandoned. A further possi- 

bility was that ol' utilizing the inductors &tployed In the surplus 

rengo filters dioursed in Chapter 3. Tests showed those indue- 

tors to far surpass any previously tried. 

In order to secure the low inductances used in the 
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huat circuita of each band-pasa fi1ter it was necesaary to ro- 

wir.d five of the range filter inductors. Two others were r;ade 

suitable for tise in the series circuits of the band-pass f iltera 

by rauovin a few turne ol' wire trori each. The value of indue- 

tance used in the null-T suppression circuit was arbitrarily 

chocan to correspond to the aiue of one of the hihoat induc- 

tora riovod troni the range filters. 

L3ecause the rance filter inductors viere oriinal1y 

niounted in a wax oempound, it was necessary to davise sonie means 

of clamping tho laminated coros together. The cores are com- 

posed of thin ïaainations of standard 1-I punchings. The center 

of the is aoriewhat shorter than. the onda thereby providing 

a iïìoans of varying the air gap and consequently changing the in- 

ductance of the coil. This was cnsidered a desirable feature for 

use in fine adjustments of the filters, In order to avoid in- 

creasing the inductor losses izilearta, rather than metal, strips 

are used to clamp the core laminations. The strips wore channeled 

to fit smLy over the sides of the of the coro which was 

1aounted in. a vertical position. The I of the core then bridges the 

xiiearta strips as shown in Fig. 7. Â flat rectangular inicarta 

sheet, through which a screw is inserted te vary the length of the 

air gap between the I an the cantor post of the , is placed 

across the top of the I on the core. The shunt inductors of the 

band-pass filters are niounted together on a roctan.ular sLicarta 
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strip. The sonos inductora and the inductor used in the suppre8- 

sion circuit aro mounted individually and oriented for the least 

effect froni ngnetic couplinß. Fig. 8 shows the location of 

these inductors, 

The inductanus eape.citanus and values of all of the 

elenents used in the band-pass filters and in the fundamental 

suppression circuit wore mea;ursd on a mode]. 650-A General Radio 

Impedance Bridc. The exact capacitances required were obtained 

by connecting in parallel two or raore individual capacitors. Each 

unit was separately assnblod and the attonuotion characteristics 

carefully checked before the analyzer was ausenbled in final foro. 

All parts of the analyzer were mounted on an aluminum 

chassis 12 inches wide, 18 inches long, end 4 inches doop. The 

four-inch depth made it possible to oant ail of the filter cori- 

ponents,except two condensers, beneath the chassis, Because of 

its sìze, the shunting condenser of the band-pass filter was 

mounted in a rectangular alundnum can on top of the chassis. The 

rather elaborate switching arrangeont for the selection of the 

harmonics iaade it necessary to locate the filter and suppression 

circuit components as close toether as possible without intro- 

ducin undesirable magnetic offoct between e1conts. In order 

to ninimize electrostatic coupling, shielding is used on all wires 

connected to the sLction switch exoeTt those connectin to the 

input and output CnioCtiOn of the low impedance band-pass filters. 



Figure 8. Photozraph of the wiring arrangement. 



3hiolded wire is also used on the analyzer input circuit and on 

tiio wires eorinoctinß the nietr rene switch to the grid of tube 

V4. 

Carbon resistors were used for the meter range switch 
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and for the insortion-loss-corroction network in tho grid circuit 

of tabo V3. xact values wore obtained by selecting resistors of 

nearly correct value and scraping then slightly until the desired 

resistance was indicated on the General Radio impedance Bridge. 

The final stop in the construction of the analyzer was 

tiLat Of balancing out of the motor circuit a siìall residual cur- 

rent of about one niicroaxapore. Tuis was accomplished by connecting 

a high resistance potcntiomter across a small portion of the 

pcner sup.ly bleeder resistance as shox in Fib. 9, and apolying 

voltago from the variable arm of the potentioter across the 

notar, with a polarity such that a current is caused to flow in a 

direction opjosite to that of the residual current. 
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OPJTIQN OF THE IN'TIYìENT 

JU.1 of the contro1a Firs. 10 a, used in ik1n aiator- 

tion moasurcaents are located on the front of the an1yzer chas- 

8i3, while the controls, Fig. 10 b, that are used only in the 

initial calibration are located on to of the unit. The binding 

post8 at th extreme loft, In Fi. 10 a, are the input texinala. 

Irìaodiately to the ri;ht of these is the ìnput level control. 

This potentioiator controle the nianitude of the sial input to 
the analyzer. The harïionia selector is a six circuit, five pole 

switch located. to the right of the inut level control. The ex 

troae left position on this switch is usod for calibration by so- 

ioctin the 1000 oycle fundanontal conponont. hotation in a 

clockwise direction selects, morder, the second, third, fourth, 

and fifth hariaonics. The motor zero adjustment is located just 

left of the noter whilo the control iimLediate1y on the right la 

the noter range switch. This switch provides, troia left to right, 

full scalo readiness corro3Dondin to 1%, 2.5, l0, 2, and 100% 
harmonic distortion. The 100% position is used for calibration 

in conjunction with the calibration position of the harraonic selec- 

tion switch. The power switch is the frthest control to the 

right. 

The input transformer, Fie. 10 b, is located in the 

lower loft hand corner. Inediate1y to the riht and above this 
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(a) Front View 

(b) Top View 

'igure 10. Photograph of the completed analyzer. 
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tranafoi'mer is a poteiftlometor used or fine adjustaont of the 

Shunt reistnce in. the fundacnta1 suppreasion circuit. The two 

vacuwi tubes directly ebove the input transformer are usad in tILO 

axalifior Zollowing the f undenental supression circuit. The 

control located sliht1y to the right of these tubos pxvides for 

adjustment or the circuit gain. The input traneforner ror the 

hartionic election filters is located at the top of the f i.ure. 

The thrao vìc'iui tubos in the motor circuit aro below and to the 

right of this transforer. A control for adjusting the amount of 

ioltage applied to the cathode of the diode voltmetor is located 

near the bottom of the figure and iitaediately to the left of the 

motor amplifier tubes. This control pertìits compensation for the 

aging of the vacuum tubos used in the iioter circuit, 

The analyzer was initially calibrated by ploying two 

audio oscillators as shov in Fig. Il, to produce an artificially 

cIistortad wave, The first oscillator, which must have a pure 

sinusoidal output, supplies the 1000 cycle fundaimenthi coziponent 

while the second is adjusted to revido a voltage having the fr0- 

quoncy of the desired haraonic. The outputs of the two oscilla- 

tors are connected in serios across equal load resistors; 
the input 

of the analyzer to be calibrated is connected across both load 

resistors. The voltage output of each oscilltor must be measured 

with a vacuum tubo voltmeter of good quality. One may observe 

the output of each oscillator on an oscilloscope in order to be 



Figure II. Block diagram of calibratioh circuit. 
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assured that osci11:tor number two provides a volto whose tre- 

q,usncy is n exact xftultiple ot the tundaniontal rrequency, Pny 

bamonie distortion preoont in the output ot osoi11tor nuibor 

one ray be sufficiently reduced by paasin the voltage through a 

1000 cycle band-pass filter. 

The output of oscillator number one was first connected 

&ireotly to the input of the analyzer. 130th the harionic oclec- 

tion switch and tiio nuter rango switch were set on the calibrate 

position. with the input level control turned fully clockwise, 

the oscillator output wee adjusted until the voltiaoter across the 

input of the fuudaiental suppression network indicated 0.2 voIt. 

The variable tp on the circuit in control was adjuoted to 4.3 

voltc. The potentioxeter on the input of the diode volt:eter 

tube was then set to produce full scale reading on the noter. 

These controls vere not ehaned after this ttuìe. Oscillator nux. 

ber one was then renovod and the instruonta t'ere connect od se 

shovn in Fig. Il. 

Both selector switches wore loft in the calibrate posi- 

tion and the input level control was turned fully counter-clock- 

wise. The output of oscillator xwnber one as adjusted to 10 

volts, then the analyzer input level control was advanced until 

the noter indicated full scalo deflection. The harionic solection 

switch was thon turned to the 2.b% position. With oscillator 

number two et to 2)00 cycles, the output voltage was thon varied 



In roasonably a'aall steps fron zero volta to 0.25 volt. The 

analy-zor íaeter Current and the voltae of oaeiUtor number two 

wore recorded at oaoh ßtep. Oscillator nuniber two was then tuned 

to 3000 cycles and the hanonic selector was aviítchod to the 3000 

cycle position. The voltage end current were again recorded in 

atops fron zero volta to 0.25 volt. The fourth and the fifth 

harmonic positions were calibrated for the 2.% range in the aae 

nanner. The oonplcte procedure was then repeated for the 10 

rango and the 25% rane. The 1% range vs not calibrated for 

reasons cli acuosod in the next chapter. 

on the data recorded it was possible to plot a coca- 

plots 3et of calibration curves that expresa the por soit indi- 

vidual harmonic distortion as a function of the analyzer meter 

current. These curvos aro shown in Figs. 12-1?. The instrument 

should not require frequent calibrating. It the calibration con- 

trois are accidentally moved or il' aging of tubes should affect the 

gath of the aiaplifier circuit, it is only nccessary to repeat the 

first part of the calibration procedure. 

Before making hari'uDnic distortion measurements, the 

unaly:er fliuSt be allowed at least one-half hour wait -up period. 

For boat results this timo should be extended 
to one hour. An 

adjustable audio oscilitor of low harmonie content iaust 
be 

available. It is essential, also, that the frequency 
of the funds- 

uental component be exactly 1000 cycles. To provide for this, the 
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audio osci11tor is connected directly acro the analyzor Input 

and the frequency is ?dju3ted to ap::rox1rîate1y 1000 cc1oa. The 

harionic selector switch of the analyzer is then sot to the 2000 

cycle position and the meter rance switch is sot to the l posi- 
ticii. The input leTel control is advanced until the :eter deflects 
nearly helf of full scale. The oscillator froquency is now varied 
until the motor dips to a rnintmuut. The frequency ehould now be 

1000 cycles. 

The equIont to be tested must be torialnated in the 

proper load resistance and adjusted to the nornaï operating level. 
The audio oscillator is coimectod to the in'ut of the equipment. 

Jith turned fully counter-clockwise and 

both selection switches sot to tite calibrate osItion, the input 

of the analyzer is connected directly cerosa the load resistance 

of the equijnont. The input level control is advanced until the 

mtor roads full scale. The current in the meter, as each distor- 

tian component is soloctod by moans of the harmonic selector 

switch, will now be an indication of the voltage of each harmonic 

as compared to the voltae of the fundnraental component. The 

valuo of each harmonic expressed as a per cent may be found di- 

rectly from the calibration eue that corresponds to the desired 

harrnIc and the proper rango scale. 
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1LÍTttL RESUI3 

Au extìixiation o the e1ibration curvos and oxpori- 

mental data ta!en on the variow eOzrLponentB Of th analyzer will 

cive an indication of both the advantage8 sind the liinitation8 Of 

this izitrurnont. The attenuation curvoa of the bcind-pass filtors, 

Fi. 1E3-2, show how the insertion 1os at the pws troquocy 

varics for each filter. These unequal losses, observed to be 

oatet for the high frequency filters, are oorrocted as dis- 

eussod in the section on design, There ti11 ronains a reduction 

in tho not attenuation of the unwanted frequencies cauaed by 

losses previou1y discu$sod thìt is iiiost pronou;ood for the high 

frequency filters. This is partially offset by the rapid riso 

ilA off-froquoncy attenuation for those filters os well s by the 

fact that the attenuation curves riso more aherply on the low 

frequency idc of the as-band than on the h.1. Because of 

those characteristics, the net attenuation at the unwanted fre- 

quencies is bettor than 30 decibels for each filter. 
Fiuro 23 shows the attenuation curve for the null-P 

fundamental suppression circuit. This curve demon3tratos bow of- 

fectively this circuit may be used to sup;ress one frequency. 

The fundamental frequency component is virtually eliminated while 

ch of the haxonics is passed with cunsiderably less than one 

decibel attenuation, 

The data for the frequency roaponse curve, Fig. 24, were 
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takcn with the fundatai suppression circuit trnd the band-pas8 

fi1ter3 b.y-paod. The voltaos iore then ioau,ed at both the 

input and the output of the analyzer thu3 g1vin a cieasurc of the 

frequency re$pone over the couplets analyzer. The response or 

the &iplirici' is obervod to vary a iauch as one docibel over its 

opertirii; ringe. This undesirable characteriitio is uto:;iatica11y 

corrected in the iifior circuit usad to oqua1ie the pa- 

frequency insertion losses of oeeh band-pass filter. The res1tor 

in the arid ciroult of this smplifier WQS initially tapped to 

ojuallze the inßOrtion loese Of the filters, as weil as any other 

difcrences in the rospone of the analyzer, to each of the five 

operatin frequeneio2. The oxteat to hieb the anplification 

falls off above 5000 eyclo and below 1000 cyclea hs no effect on 

the operation of the onalyzer. 

The calibratIon curves, expressing th per cent distor- 

tion as a function of the ieter currant, are plotted in throe sets. 

Each 90t of curves oorrespond to one of the moter scal8 rans. 

If the .ictor is to be calibrated directly in per cent, ail of the 

curves of any one et ut necessarily be coincident. That is, 

regardless of which haionic corponent is being raeeoured, equal 

amounts of distortion nu3t produce equa]. currents in the noter for 

any one scale. This coincidence of cali ration curves is not 

realized in the present analyzer, consequently lt is inposiblo to 

calibrate accurately the noter to iad directly in per cent. Care- 

ful oxarnination of the ana1yer showed the iron-core inductora used 
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in the bend-pass fi1tcrì to be the causo of this irrou1rity. 

These induetor chan-e value over ciiall rcngos of current . th 

chancos in the ap11ed voltae. This is a direct consequence of 

the fact thnt the peieabi1ity of ay xiiaietic matorial is a 

ft.uiction of the nanetizinß force. The chance in inductance ro- 

duces a corresponding chano in the inaortion loss of each of the 

band-pass ftlters. The attenuation at the unwanted frequencies, 

however, is only s1ihtly affected. The u1tiaato result, thon, 

is to causo the insertion losses of each filter to be a function 

of the maitude of the :ea3urod haxrionic. Thts effect becoos 

increasingly pronounced at frequecies above 1000 cycles and with 

aplied voltages of low uíi1tude. Because of the rapid change 

at the lowar voltages, it Yrds considered advisable to osdt the 
calibration of the one per cent range. The larger changes at the 

frequencies of the higher hoonies aie attributed to the tact 

that the inductors were originally desi3nod for optinuzìi operation 

at a frequency of 1020 c;cles. The use of inductors designed 

specifically for operation at one harrionic frequency might reduco 

this effect considerably; however, it is believed that even than 

conditions uld not be sufficiently iaproved to allow accurate 

calibration of the noter in per cent. It is to be noted that the 

accuracy of the analyzer is not affected by these changea of in- 

sertion loss roviding that the calibration curves are u:3ed for 

each iaeaour&ient. 
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The accuracj of the calibration was ver1fie by chocking 

the analyzer against a iew1ett-ackard ode1 300A Wave Analyzer. 

The distorted wave toin wed for this teat was obtained by over- 

6rivixig a soall audio anplif 1er with a sinusoidal audio oscillator 
of variable frequency. The measurements iade by the two instru- 
menta shown in Table 1, coiparo reasonably iil over the three 

rangea calibrated. 

The completed analyzer fails to ft.1fill the or1inal 
requirements in only one respect; lt is z:ii-dircct reading rather 
than direct reading. However, this feature coraplicates the opera- 

tian procedure only sii htly, and lt is thou3ht that reasonb1y 

accurate noasuromenta are yet possible with a minixau.'i expenditure 

of tine. The inatruraont is easily portable and requires only a 

sinusoidal audio-frequency oscillator for auxiliary equiprient. 

While the instrument operates on one fixed frequency it is capable 

of individual harmonic meaaureiients up to and includln the fifth. 
It will operate at any input voltao between 3. and 200 volta. 

All components wore obtained at a radio supply house at a tota]. 

cost of less than ?5.0O. 



Tablo 3. 

Conparat ive eiuements B3tween Laboratory Analyz or 
wic. r!ow1ott-PaokarI Model 300A Aaalyzer 

Hewlett-Packard Laboratory Âzia1yze 
t1zLic Mode]. 300-A CJLE 

iesured &nalyzer 25% 10% 2.5% 

2iiì 

6:75 
2.5 2.6 2.8 

12.6 12.7 

3r 0.55% 0.52 0.5 % 0.54% 
4.7 4.5 4.7 

i.). 

3.5 3.2 3.5 

4th 0.14 
2.78 2.6 2.7 

2.53 2.4 2. 2.58 
zr 
J:..' 

5th 0.14% 0.14% 0.13% 
3,75 3.7 4. 

3,22 
0.3 0.26 0.3 0.27 
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AP:DIX 

response of a network to an aplied voltage can be 

readily expressed in torme of the mesh currents, that 18, in 

teras of the currents that can be considered as circulating around 

tho closed raeshes of the network (25, p. 198) The bridged-? 

network, Fig. 2, contains three independent meshes, consequently 

the voltage and current relations existing in this circuit ray be 

written as 

zliIi* ¿12I213I3]. 

'21 Ii t ' 12 '23 :13 (U.) 

._zaiI1+. 32I2+3313A3 

Il, 12, and I designate the individual mesh currents; 1, E2, end 

ì3 the vector auras of the applied voltages acting around the indi- 

vidual meshes and Z11, 22' and the self-impedances of individual 

meshes. The i p6denee represents the mutual iapeienee 

(coupling) between meshes i. and 2, as a result ei' which a current 

in iosh 2 produces a voltage drop in mesh 1, and Z13 represents the 

mutual ixpodance niìeroby current in mesh 3 produces voltage in 

csh 1. An impedance that is eoimon to two branches is considered 

to be a positive mutual inpedaiioe when the arrows roprosenting the 

corror3pondixlg xaeh currents pass through the impedance in the same 

direction. If the arrov:s indicate opposite directions of current 

flow, then the mutual impedance is the negative of this coimon 

impedance. 
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Figure 25. Generalized network elements of the 

bridged-I network. 
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The null conditions for the bridged-T circuit can best 

be obtained bJ a conidoration of the transfer impe&nce. The 

transfer thpedance is defined from Fig. 25 as the ratio of the 

voltage E1 ap1iod in mesh i to the roaultin' currant I, of 

mesh 2. This trsnfer impedance ean be expressed as 

11 
____ = B1, 

; (12) 

whore 1) is the deterninant of t C:t (f .q. (ii), sind 

the quantity B12 le a first alnor 01' D which is fornod by canceling 

ti'e first roii and second co1win of D. Jquation (12) follows 

directly as a uolution of the system of Eq. (ii). The transfer irk- 

podanco Is then expressed as 

2ii z12 213 

2l 
22 23 

Z31 32 "33 

12 

- 21 23 

Z3lZ35 

Referring to the generalized brldged-T eleiments as shown In 

Yig. 25, wo may write 

&22 '2 + 3 

'%1 = 12 233 

(13) 



13 'i 

'32 23 

PIrns 1. (13) bocozues 

¿ò3 ¿e2± ¿3 

E1 2 1 - . (lb) 

- ¿13 

-z1. 

xpand1n md evQluatlng the deteriinants of .q. 

yl e1dr 

E1 12z4+ 1Z3h4+Z21J3Z4l1Z2Z3 (16) 
- 

- 1 2 
z1 z3 z2 z3 + Z3 z4) 

troni which one obtaina 

12 1 1 ¿2+ l 4) 
(17) 

2z4 '4 '2 3 '4 - 'i. 2 ¿7 

Now troni iq. (17), it i evident thtt, for a given applied voltae 

E1, the output ci.urent I viill be zero and a imli villi rosult it 
(18) 

Equation (18) niay be writton as 

¿,z -k 2 
_ -i- L4 = O (19) 

¿13 

which, upon substitution of the proper elonient values troia Fi. 3, 

yields 

- 

2j0 R8 i- iXL) (JS (20) 
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It is irniiediately evident thtt the condition of .q. (20) is 
fulfilled if 

A' 
C 

(21) 
R 

and XL. c (22) 
s 

iqs. (21) and (22) are equivalent to iqs. (4) and (5), reapoc- 

tivoly, of the text. 


